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Abstract. We present a new framework for correcting multiperspective
distortions using collineations. A collineation describes the transformation between the images of a camera due to changes in sampling and
image plane selection. We show that image distortions in many previous
models of cameras can be eﬀectively reduced via proper collineations. To
correct distortions in a speciﬁc multiperspective camera, we develop an
interactive system that allows users to select feature rays from the camera and position them at the desirable pixels. Our system then computes
the optimal collineation to match the projections of these rays with the
corresponding pixels. Experiments demonstrate that our system robustly
corrects complex distortions without acquiring the scene geometry, and
the resulting images appear nearly undistorted.

1

Introduction

A perspective image represents the spatial relationships of objects in a scene
as they would appear from a single viewpoint. Recent developments have suggested that alternative multiperspective camera models [5,16] can combine what
is seen from several viewpoints into a single image. These cameras provide potentially advantageous imaging systems for understanding the structure of observed
scenes. However, they also exhibit multiperspective distortions such as the curving of lines, apparent stretching and shrinking, and duplicated projections of a
single point [12,14].
In this paper, we present a new framework for correcting multiperspective distortions using collineations. A collineation describes the transformation between
the images of a camera due to changes in sampling and image plane selection.
We show that image distortions in many previous cameras can be eﬀectively
reduced via proper collineations. To correct distortions in a speciﬁc multiperspective camera, we develop an interactive system that allows users to select
feature rays from the camera and position them at the desirable pixels. Our
system then computes the optimal collineation to match the projections of these
rays with the corresponding pixels.
Compared with classical distortion correction methods [12,2,11], our approach
does not require prior knowledge on scene geometry and it can handle highly
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complex distortions. We demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our technique on various synthetic and real multiperspective images, including the General Linear
Cameras [14], catadioptric mirrors, and reﬂected images from arbitrary mirror
surfaces. Experiments show that our method is robust and reliable, thus the
resulting images appear nearly undistorted.

2

Previous Work

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in designing multiperspective
cameras which capture rays from diﬀerent viewpoints in space. These multiperspective cameras include pushbroom cameras [5], which collect rays along
parallel planes from points swept along a linear trajectory, the cross-slit cameras
[8,16], which collect all rays passing through two lines, and the oblique cameras
[7], in which each pair of rays are oblique. The recently proposed General Linear
Cameras (GLC) uniformly model these multiperspective cameras as 2D linear
manifolds of rays (Fig. 1). GLCs produce easily interpretable images, which are
also amenable to stereo analysis [9]. However, these images exhibit multiperspective distortions [14].
In computer vision, image-warping has been commonly used to reduce distortions. Image-warping computes an explicit pixel-to-pixel mapping to warp
the original image onto a nearly perspective image. For cameras that roughly
maintain a single viewpoint [6], simple parametric functions are suﬃcient to eliminate perspective, radial, and tangential distortions [2,3]. However, for complex
imaging systems, especially those exhibiting severe caustic distortions [12], the
warping function is diﬃcult to model and may not have a closed-form solution.
Image-based rendering algorithms have also been proposed to reduce image
distortions [10,4]. There, the focus has been to estimate the scene structure from
a single or multiple images. Swaminathan and Nayar [13] have shown that simple
geometry proxies, such as the plane, sphere, and cylinder, are often suﬃcient to
reduce caustic distortions on catadioptric mirrors, provided that the prior on
scene structure is known.
We present a third approach based on multiperspective collineations. A collineation describes the transformation between the images of a camera due to
changes in sampling and image plane selection. For many multiperspective cameras such as the pushbroom [5] and the cross-slit [8], collineations can be uniformly modeled using the recently proposed General Linear Cameras (GLC) [15].
2.1

GLC Collineation

In the GLC framework, every ray is parameterized by its intersections with the
two parallel planes, where [u, v] is the intersection with the ﬁrst and [s, t] the
second, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This parametrization is often called a two-plane
parametrization (2PP) [4,15]. We can reparameterize each ray by substituting
σ = s − u and τ = t − v. In this paper, we will use this [σ, τ, u, v] parametrization
to simplify our analysis. We also assume the default uv plane is at z = 0 and st
plane at z = 1. Thus [σ, τ, 1] represents the direction of the ray.
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Fig. 1. General Linear Camera Models. (a) A GLC collects radiance along all possible
aﬃne combination of three rays. The rays are parameterized by their intersections
with two parallel planes. The GLC model uniﬁes many previous cameras, including
the pinhole (b), the orthographic (c), the pushbroom (d), and the cross-slit (e).

A GLC is deﬁned as the aﬃne combination of three rays parameterized under
2PP:
r = α[σ1 , τ1 , u1 , v1 ] + β[σ2 , τ2 , u2 , v2 ] + (1 − α − β)[σ3 , τ3 , u3 , v3 ], ∀α, β

(1)

Many well-known multiperspective cameras, such as pushbroom, cross-slit, linear
oblique cameras are GLCs as shown in Fig. 1.
If we assume uv is the image plane, we can further choose three special rays
with [u, v] coordinates [0, 0], [1, 0], and [0, 1] to form a canonical GLC as:
r[σ, τ, u, v] = (1 − α − β) · [σ1 , τ1 , 0, 0]+α · [σ2 , τ2 , 1, 0] + β · [σ3 , τ3 , 0, 1]

(2)

It is easy to see that α = u, β = v, and σ and τ are linear functions in u and v.
Therefore, under the canonical form, every pixel [u, v] maps to a ray r(u, v) in
the GLC.
A GLC collineation maps every ray r(u, v) to a pixel [i, j] on the image plane
Π[ṗ, d1 , d2 ], where ṗ speciﬁes the origin and d1 , and d2 specify the two spanning directions of Π. For every ray r[σ, τ, u, v], we can intersect r with Π to
compute [i, j]:
[u, v, 0] + λ[σ, τ, 1] = ṗ + id1 + jd2

(3)

Solving for i, j, and λ gives:

where

i=

y
x
z
x
(τ dz2 −dy
2 )(u−px )+(d2 −σd2 )(v−py )−(σd2 −τ d2 )pz
γ

j=

y
z
z
x
x
(dy
1 −τ d1 )(u−px )+(σd1 −d1 )(v−py )−(τ d1 −σd1 )pz
γ


 x x
 d1 d2 −σ 

 y y
γ =  d1 d2 −τ 
 dz1 dz2 −1 

(4)

(5)

For a canonical GLC, since σ and τ are both linear functions in u and v, γ
must be linear in u and v. Therefore, we can rewrite i and j as:
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i=
j=

a1 u2 +b1 uv+c1 v 2 +d1 u+e1 v+f1
a3 u+b3 v+c3
2

(6)

2

a2 u +b2 uv+c2 v +d2 u+e2 v+f2
a3 u+b3 v+c3

˜ Π (u, v) of a GLC from the uv image plane to a new
Thus, the collineation Col
image plane Π is a quadratic rational function. Fig. 2 shows the images of a GLC
under diﬀerent collineations. It implies that image distortions may be reduced
using a proper collineation.
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Fig. 2. The image of a cross-slit GLC (d) under collineation (c) appear much less
distorted than the image (b) of the same camera under collineation (a)

3

Correct Distortions in GLCs

Given a speciﬁc GLC, our goal is to ﬁnd the optimal collineation to minimize its
distortions. Similar to previous approaches [12,11], we assume the rays captured
by the camera are known. We have developed an interactive system to allow
users to design their ideal undistorted images. Our system supports two modes.
In the ﬁrst mode, the user can select feature rays from the camera and position
them at desirable pixels in the target images. In the second mode, the user can
simply provide a reference perspective image. Our system then automatically
matches the features points. Finally, the optimal collineation is estimated to ﬁt
the projections of the feature rays with the target pixels.
3.1

Interactive Distortion Correction

Given a canonical GLC, the user can ﬁrst select n feature rays (blue crosses in
Fig. 3(a)) from the source camera and then position them at desirable pixels (red
crosses in Fig. 3(b)) on the target image. Denote [uk , vk ] as the uv coordinate
of each selected ray rk in the camera and [ik , jk ] as the desired pixel coordinate
of rk on the target image, we want to ﬁnd the collineation Π[ṗ, d1 , d2 ] that
maps [u, v] as close to [i, j] as possible. We formalize it as a least squares ﬁtting
problem:
n

˜ Π (uk , vk ) − [ik , jk ]||2
min
||Col
(7)
Π

k=1

Since each collineation Π[ṗ, d1 , d2 ] has 9 variables, we need a minimal number of ﬁve ray-pixel pairs. This is not surprising because four pairs uniquely
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determine a projective transformation, a degenerate collineation in the case of
perspective cameras.
Recall that the GLC collineations are quadratic rational functions. Thus, ﬁnding the optimal Π in Equation (7) requires using non-linear optimizations. To
solve this problem, we use the Levenberg-Marquardt method. A common issue
with the Levenberg-Marquardt method, however, is that the resulting optimum
depends on the initial condition. To avoid getting trapped in a local minimum,
we choose a near optimal initial condition by sampling diﬀerent spanning directions of Π. We rewrite the spanning directions as:
di = ηi · [cos(φi )cos(θi ), cos(φi )sin(θi ), sin(φi )],

i = 1, 2

(8)

We sample several θ1 , θ2 , φ1 , and φ2 and ﬁnd the corresponding ṗ, η1 , and η2
as the initial conditions. Finally, we choose the one with the minimum error. This
preconditioned optimization robustly approximates a near optimal collineation
that signiﬁcantly reduces distortions as shown in Fig. 3(b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Interactive Distortion Correction. (a) The user selects feature rays (blue crosses)
and positions them at desirable pixels (red crosses). (b) shows the new image under
the optimal collineation. The distortions are signiﬁcantly reduced. The green crosses
illustrate the ﬁnal projections of the feature rays.

3.2

Automatic Distortion Correction

We also present a simple algorithm to automatically reduce distortions. Our
method consists of two steps. First, the user provides a target perspective image
that captures the same scene. Next, we automatically select the matched features between the source camera and the target image and compute the optimal
collineation by minimizing Equation (7).
Recall that a GLC captures rays from diﬀerent viewpoints in space and
hence, its image may appear very diﬀerent from a perspective image. To match
the feature points, we use Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) to preprocess the two images. SIFT robustly handles image distortion and generates
transformation-invariant features. We then perform global matching to ﬁnd the
potential matching pairs. Finally, we prune the outliers by using RANSAC with
the homography model. To tolerate parallax, we use a loose inlier threshold of
20 pixels.
In Fig. 4, we show our automatic distortion correction results on various GLCs
including the pushbroom, the cross-slit, and the pencil cameras. The user inputs
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Fig. 4. Automatic Distortion Correction. (a) Perspective reference image; (b),(c),
and(d) are distorted images captured from pushbroom camera, cross-slit camera, and
pencil camera. (e), (f), and (g) are the distortion corrected results of (b), (c), and (d)
using the automatic algorithm.

a perspective image (Fig. 4(a)) and the corrected GLC images appear nearly
undistorted using the optimal collineations (bottom row of Fig. 4).

4

Correcting Distortions on Catadioptric Mirrors

Next, we show how to correct multiperspective distortions on catadioptric mirrors. Conventional catadioptric mirrors place a pinhole camera at the focus of a
hyperbolic or parabolic surface to synthesize a diﬀerent pinhole camera with a
wider ﬁeld of view [6]. When the camera moves oﬀ the focus, the reﬂection images
exhibit complex caustic distortions that are generally diﬃcult to correct [12].
We apply a similar algorithm using multiperspective collineations. Our method is based on the observation that, given any arbitrary multiperspective imaging
system that captures smoothly varying set of rays, we can map the rays onto a
2D ray manifold in the 4D ray space. The characteristics of this imaging system,
such as its projection, collineation, and image distortions can be analyzed by
the 2-D tangent ray planes, i.e., the GLCs [14]. This implies that a patch on an
arbitrary multiperspective image can be locally approximated as a GLC.
We ﬁrst generalize the GLC collineation to arbitrary multiperspective imaging systems. Notice that not all rays in these systems can be parameterized as
[σ, τ, u, v] (e.g., some rays may lie parallel to the parametrization plane). Thus,
we use the origin ȯ and the direction l to represent each ray r.
The collineation Π[ṗ, d1 , d2 ] maps r[ȯ, l] to a pixel [i, j] as:
[ox , oy , oz ] + λ[lx , ly , lz ] = ṗ + id1 + jd2

(9)

Solving for i, j in Equation (9) gives:
i=

x
x
z x
x z
y
y
x y
y x
z
z
(ly dz2 −lz dy
2 )(o −p )+(l d2 −l d2 )(o −p )+(l d2 −l d2 )(o −p )
γ∗

j=

y z
x
x
x z
z x
y
y
y x
x y
z
z
(lz dy
1 −l d1 )(o −p )+(l d1 −l d1 )(o −p )+(l d1 −l d1 )(o −p )
γ∗

(10)
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Fig. 5. Selecting diﬀerent feature rays ((a) and (c)) produces diﬀerent distortion correction results ((b) and (d)). (f) shows the automatic feature matching between a
region (blue rectangle) on the spherical mirror and a perspective image. (g) is the ﬁnal
distortion corrected image. The holes are caused by the under-sampling of rays.

where

 x x x
 d1 d2 −l 


∗
γ =  dy1 dy2 −ly 
 dz1 dz2 −lz 

(11)

˜ Π (ȯ, l).
We abbreviate Equation (10) as [i, j] = Col
The user then selects n feature rays from the catadioptric mirror and positions them at target pixels [ik , jk ], k = 1 . . . n. Alternatively, they can provide a
target perspective image (Fig. 5(f)) and our system will automatically establish
feature correspondences using the SIFT-RANSAC algorithm. We then use the
Levenberg-Marquardt method (equation (7)) with sampled initial conditions to
˜ Π.
ﬁnd the optimal collineation Col
In the case of catadioptric mirrors, if the selected patch is too large, the
resulting image may depend on which rays-pixel pairs are selected. In the kitchen
scene example (Fig. 5(a)), selecting the rays from the right side of the spherical
mirror produces diﬀerent results than selecting the rays from the middle part,
although distortions are reduced in both cases. This is because the rays inside
the patch cannot be approximated as a single GLC model.

5

Results

We have experimented our system on various multiperspective images. We modify the PovRay [18] ray tracer to generate both GLC images and reﬂected images on catadioptric mirrors. Fig. 3 shows an image of a cross-slit camera in
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Fig. 6. Correcting distortions on a spherical mirror. The user selects separate regions
on the sphere (a) to get (b) and (d). (c) and (e) are the resulting images by matching
the selected features (blue) and target pixels (red) in (b) and (d) using collineations.

which the two slits form an acute angle. The user then selects feature rays
(blue) from the GLC image and positions them at desirable pixels (red). Our
system estimates the optimal collineation and re-renders the image under this
collineation as shown in Fig. 3(b). The distortions in the resulting image are
signiﬁcantly reduced.
Next, we apply our algorithm to correct reﬂection distortions on a spherical mirror shown in Fig. 6. It has been shown [14] that more severe distortions
occur near the boundary of the mirror than at the center. Our algorithm robustly corrects both distortions in the center region and near the boundary. In
particular, our method is able to correct the highly curved silhouettes of the
refrigerator (Fig. 6(d)). The resulting images are rendered by intersecting the
rays inside the patch with the collineation plane, thus, containing holes due to
the undersampling of rays.
Our algorithm can further correct highly complex distortions on arbitrary
mirror surfaces. In Fig. 7, we render a reﬂective horse model of 48, 000 triangles
at two diﬀerent poses. Our system robustly corrects various distortions such as
stretching, shrinking, and duplicated projections of scene points in the reﬂected
image, and the resulting images appear nearly undistorted.
We have also experimented our automatic correction algorithm on both the
GLC models and catadioptric mirrors. In Fig. 4, the user inputs a target perspective image 4(a) and our system automatically matches the feature points
between the GLC and the target image. Even though the ray structures in the
GLCs are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from a pinhole camera, the corrected GLC images appear close to perspective. In Fig. 5(f), a perspective image of a kitchen
scene is used to automatically correct distortions on a spherical mirror. This
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Fig. 7. Correcting complex distortions on a horse model. We render a reﬂective horse
model under two diﬀerent poses (a) and (d) and then select regions (b) and (e). (c)
and (f) are the resulting images by matching the selected features (blue) and target
pixels (red) in (b) and (e) using collineations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Correcting reﬂection distortions. (a) and (c) are two captured reﬂected images
on a mirror sphere. Our algorithm not only reduces multiperspective distortions but
also synthesizes strong perspective eﬀects (b) and (d).

implies that our collineation framework has the potential for beneﬁting automatic catadioptric calibrations.
Finally, we have applied our algorithm on real reﬂected images of a mirror
sphere in a deep scene. We position the viewing camera far away from the sphere
so that it can be approximated as an orthographic camera. We then calculate the
corresponding reﬂected ray for each pixel and use our collineation algorithm to
correct the distortions. Our system not only reduces multiperspective distortions
but also synthesizes strong perspective eﬀects as shown in Fig. 8.
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Discussions and Conclusion

We have presented a new framework for correcting multiperspective distortions using collineations. We have shown that image distortions in many previous cameras
can be eﬀectively reduced via proper collineations. To ﬁnd the optimal collineation
for a speciﬁc multiperspective camera, we have developed an interactive system
that allows users to select feature rays from the camera and position them at the
desirable pixels. Our system then computes the optimal collineation to match the
projections of these rays with the corresponding pixels. Experiments demonstrate
that our system robustly corrects complex distortions without acquiring the scene
geometry, and the resulting images appear nearly undistorted.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9. Comparing collineations with the projective transformation. The user selects feature rays (blue) and target pixels (red). (c) is the result using the optimal
collineation. (d) is the result using the optimal projective transformation.

It is important to note that a collineation computes the mapping from a ray
to a pixel whereas image warping computes the mapping from a pixel to a pixel.
One limitation of using collineations is that we cannot compute the inverse
mapping from pixels to rays. Therefore, if the rays in the source camera are
undersampled, e.g., in the case of a ﬁxed-resolution image of the catadioptric
mirrors, the collineation algorithm produces images with holes. As for future
work, we plan to explore using image-based rendering algorithms such as the
push-pull method [4] to ﬁll in the holes in the ray space.
We have also compared our collineation method with the classical projective
transformations. In Fig. 9, we select the same set of feature points (rays) from
a reﬂected image on the horse model. Fig. 9(c) computes the optimal projective transformation and Fig. 9(d) computes the optimal collineation, both using
the Levenberg-Marquardt method for ﬁtting the feature points. The optimal
collineation result is much less distorted and is highly consistent with the pinhole image while the projective transformation result remains distorted. This is
because multiperspective collineation describes a much broader class of warping
functions than the projective transformation.
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